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State-of-the-Art Papers Versatile Control System for Triaxial Testing of Soils Geotechnical Investigation and Testing. Laboratory Testing of Soil. Consolidated Triaxial Compression Tests on Water Saturated Soils The measurement of soil properties in the triaxial test manual of soil laboratory testing, laboratory shear testing of soils Effects of loading method on triaxial test results, laboratory and field testing of unsaturated soils state-of-the-art paper triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures, multiphysical testing of soils and shale stress triaxial testing of soils. Multistage triaxial test for unsaturated soils. Liquid shear and triaxial testing of a Hong Kong soil under saturated and unsaturated conditions triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures, triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. Test procedures for low confining stress. Multistage triaxial testing of compacted cohesive soils geotechnical investigation and testing triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. Proc. Mts. Held San Francisco, 1949 and Atlantic City, 1950. triaxial testing, Liquid triaxial testing, triaxial testing, triaxial test for unsaturated soils using active control of pore-air pressure, soil testing, triaxial testing, triaxial testing of unsaturated soils triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. evaluate unsaturated soil behavior using constant water content triaxial testing. Triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. Advanced triaxial testing of soils and bituminous mixtures. triaxial testing of frozen soils - state of the art consolidated drained triaxial testing of piedmont residual soils. Cost effective triaxial test methods for unsaturated soils. The paper presents the 1986 practice at the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) for triaxial testing of soils that are fully saturated in situ. The test procedures for specimen mounting, saturation, consolidation, and static and cyclic shear are outlined. Sample preparation, specimen height, end friction, and anisotropic consolidation are discussed at length. Simplified procedures for anisotropic consolidation according to soil types are proposed. Sources of error are mentioned. A new method to measure the initial shear modulus in triaxial soil specimens is described. Triaxial testing of soils explains how to carry out triaxial tests to demonstrate the effects of soil behaviour on engineering structures. A authoritative and comprehensive manual, it represents a significant advancement in an area throughout to easily accessible articles in the literature and the book's focus is on how to obtain high quality experimental results. The paper describes problems encountered in performing consolidated drained triaxial tests on Piedmont residual soil specimens trimmed from both Shelby tube samples and block samples. The micaceous silty soil has steeply dipping layers, planes of weakness, and granular seams. These characteristics complicate trimming and cause specimens to bend during consolidation and shearing. Because some specimens failed at strains of 14% to 20%, the nonuniformities influence the estimation of peak shear strength. To cope with variability, a multistage test on one specimen was compared to behavior measured on three single-stage tests performed on three specimens; all specimens were trimmed from the same block. Comparative results were inconclusive. This volume details recent global advances in laboratory and field testing of unsaturated soils. Coverage includes mechanical, hydraulic, and geo-environmental testing and applications of unsaturated soil testing to engineering behavior of geosynthetic systems. Soil-testing equipment and equipment, specimens, preparation, reports, soil testing, mechanical testing, soil strength tests, construction, consolidation testing, triaxial test (soils), shear testing, vane test, specimen preparation, triaxial test (soils), soil strength tests, consolidation test (soils), soils, test equipment, shear testing, mathematical calculations, soil testing, test specimens, testing conditions, soil testing equipment, compression testing, construction, significant advancements in the experimental analysis of soils and rocks have been achieved during the last decades. Outstanding progress in the field has led to the theoretical development of geomechanical theories and important engineering applications. This book provides the reader with an overview of recent advances in a variety of advanced experimental techniques and results for the analysis of the behavior of geomaterials under multiphysical testing conditions. Modern trends in experimental geomechanics for soils and shales are discussed, including testing materials in a variable saturated conditions, non-isothermal experiments, micro-scale investigations and image analysis techniques. Six theme papers from leading researchers in experimental geomechanics are also included. This book is intended for postgraduate students, researchers and practitioners in fields where multiphysical testing of soils and rock samples play a fundamental role, such as unsaturated soil and rock mechanics, agricultural engineering, nuclear waste engineering, unconventional energy resources and CO2 geologic sequestration. Specimens of sedimented kaolinite were subjected to consolidated undrained triaxial compression by methods of a new electro pneumatically controlled system that will apply any desired loading path in the anisotropic stress space or any desired deformation path. Specimens were tested under ramp loading, ramp deformation, and combined ramp loading/ramp deformation with both constant cell pressure and constant first invariant of the applied stress tensor. To determine the entire stress-strain-pore pressure relationship, it was necessary to perform the combined load rate-deformation rate test. It was found that while a unique principal stress difference major principal strain relationship exists, a unique pore pressure major principal strain relationship does not exist. A triaxial testing procedure is presented for measuring the increase in shear strength resulting from soil suction in an unsaturated soil. Necessary modifications on a conventional triaxial cell are described. A simple graphical method is presented to interpret the test data in accordance with the shear strength equation for unsaturated soils. The test results for several rock types from different rock types and from different areas. Frozen soils are invaluable input parameters to designing building and resource development. Those soils are also important input parameters for designing agricultural and resource development in the north, such as for mining and petroleum-industry-related projects. One of these properties is the shear strength of frozen soil under varying temperatures and loading times. If shear strength is estimated instead of measured, risks for failure or overdesign exist. Therefore, it is important to accurately measure the strength of frozen soils. Two main methods exist for measuring the shear strength of soils: the direct shear test (ASTM D3080) and the triaxial compression test (ASTM D4767, ASTM D7181, and ASTM D2850). Although these tests are routinely used for unfrozen soils, not much published information exists regarding their use for frozen soils. Yet the industry needs this property for planning their operations in cold regions. Therefore, an ASTM international subcommittee D18.19 on Frozen Soils and Rock has started a process of developing new standards for mechanical properties of frozen soils. Of special interest is the dynamic triaxial testing of frozen soils. The purposes of the study reported here was to collect information and practice for the current usage of triaxial testing for frozen soil, under either static or dynamic loading conditions. According to the results of the literature review, researchers have used various modified testing systems and sample configurations, and unfortunately they do not always describe them fully. So, standardization of the testing method would be beneficial for creating comparable results between laboratories. The measurement of small strains and deformations in dynamic tests was reported to be challenging. A Split-Hopkinson pressure bar is currently being developed as a means to overcome this problem. A nother challenge under investigation is the accuracy of the strain rate control. The synthesized information can be used as a starting point in the development of a standard test method for the dynamic triaxial testing of frozen soils. Volume three of this text covers soil testing in terms of effective stress, for which the measurement of pore water pressure is the essential feature. The principle and theory of effective stress are explained, practical applications are outlined, and the apparatus used, including its calibration and checking, is described. The use of the triaxial test to characterize the strength of soils for civil engineering applications is widespread. These tests are typically conducted with confining stresses in excess of 5 psi. To characterize the strength of a soil located in the upper layers of the subgrade of an aggregate surface road it is necessary to conduct triaxial tests with low confining stresses (5 psi or less). The development of a method for conducting multistage, consolidated undrained (CU) tests at low confining stresses (0.5 to 5.0 psi), with back pressure saturation, is presented. A test of the procedure that requires special attention are described and recommendations are made including: 1. Compilation of the sample in an appropriate cylinder and a container, 2. Consolidation of the sample in a container without a complete back pressure saturation, 3. Consolidation of the sample in a container reaching the effective confining stress before reducing the time and pressure required to reduce the pore water pressure should be completed prior to sample flooding so that it is certain that zero effective stress conditions are present. 3. Back pressure saturation is simplified by the use of a slave regulator (air loaded pressure regulator) that maintains a nearly constant pressure differential between the cell pressure and the back pressure. 4. The stress path method of interpretation is an essential part of multistage triaxial testing. This method simplifies the decision of Page 1/3
when to stop each shear stage and the determination of shear strength parameters. 5. The use of a computer data acquisition system that processes data in real time and visually presents test progress simplifies the completion of multiscale triaxial tests. 6. A "tethered triaxial" compression test is presently the most widely used procedure for determining strength and stress-deformation properties of soils, there have been no books published on triaxial test equipment since 1962. However, the literature contains references to the development of portable triaxial test equipment and the use of computer systems to control and interpret test results. The publication of Bishop and Henkel's book and to examine the current state of the art in a forum devoted solely to triaxial testing. Because of increasing versatility brought about by recent developments in testing techniques and equipment, it also appears that the classical test procedures should be provided with an up-to-date awareness of potential uses for the triaxial test. To evaluate the capabilities of the proposed testing system, a series of constant water content triaxial tests were performed on unsaturated soils with different moisture content. Attraction and volume variation during testing were monitored by the high-suction tensiometers and the photogrammetry-based method, respectively. New methods were also proposed to analyze the test results. A nulls results showed that the proposed system is cost efficient and effective for unsaturated soil characterization. The paper first covers common problems with testing equipment and procedures that contribute to errors in the measured triaxial test results of the soil specimen, with emphasis on triaxial testing since it can be handled via appropriate corrections; errors that must be avoided; and potential errors that must be evaluated when selecting test procedures or interpreting measured data, the most important being the nonuniform stress and strains caused by frictional end caps. The paper then assesses the use of triaxial testing in practice to predict undrained stability and deformations for saturated cohesive soils. Based on considerations of strain rate effects, soil anisotropy, disturbance from tube sampling, and results from case histories of failures, the authors make four recommendations. 1. UU compression tests should not be used as the principal means of estimating in situ undrained strengths because the values can be either significantly too high or too low. 2. CII compression tests have little value because the measured undrained strength will be unsafe for stability analyses, and the stress-strain data do not simulate in situ behavior. 3. Therefore, more reliance should be placed on CKI compression and extension tests, this would be aided by the availability of more reliable and less expensive automated "stress path" triaxial cells. 4. Oedometer tests should always be conducted to ascertain the stress history of the deposit. This volume provides a comprehensive working manual for the laboratory testing of soils for civil engineers. It is an essential practical handbook for all who are engaged in laboratory testing of soils as well as being of great value to professional engineers, consultants, academics and students in geotechnical engineering. Revised and updated, the contents reflect current practice in standard laboratory test procedures for determining some of the important engineering properties of soils. The authors have had many years experience in managing large soil testing laboratories since the early 1950s through to the present day, whilst actively contributing to the development of geotechnical testing through training courses, lectures, committee and working groups. They recognise that it is particularly important for test methods to be fully understood and a step-by-step approach has therefore been used in presenting each section. The test procedures comprise the determination of soil permeability, CBR value, drained and undrained shear strength, and consolidation characteristics. A digraphic material in this new edition includes the Fall cone procedure for determination of shear strength in clays based on the European Technical Specification, a simplified direct approach and a useful arrangement for applying pressures in multiscale triaxial tests to meet the requirements of BS1377. The latest requirements for calibration of equipment and measuring devices were presented by Mr. Jack Elsden, C.I.C. 1973. However, to be significant of quality and the need for many numerics are comparable the recorded triaxial tests. Was provided in the method used to simulate the pore-air and pore-water phase, the drained pore-air condition is usually adopted for tests of unsaturated soils. The main reason is that it is difficult to keep the pore-air undrained because the air diffuses easily through a rubber membrane. However, pore-air and pore-water are sometimes not allowed to drain under ground deformation problems. Therefore, undrained conditions in which pore-air and pore-water are not allowed to flow in and out of the soil are achieved in the experiments described herein. First, problems of a conventional triaxial apparatus for saturated soils were investigated to produce the undrained conditions. Then, triaxial testing methods under undrained conditions were developed for overcoming the problems. Finally, the performance of the proposed testing procedure was demonstrated in comparison with results obtained using conventional testing. A study of triaxial testing under undrained conditions. The influence of test conditions, namely end lubrication and slenderness ratio, on such tests is discussed. Results of a tomodynamometric investigation of internal homogeneity are presented. The results of the high pressure study are presented, including the effects of matric suction on soil properties and the dependence of suction and matric suction on soil properties and the dependence of suction on soil properties. However, for unsaturated soils, due to difficulties in curves, and rapid and reliable suction measurement, the constant water content test was rarely used for unsaturated soil behavior evaluation. In addition, accurate suction volume change measurement of unsaturated soils was a great challenge for researchers. Recently, the Modified State Surface Approach (MSSA) has been developed to calibrate unsaturated soil behaviors. A corollary to MSSA, both results from suction-controlled and constant water content triaxial tests can be used for constitutive behavior evaluation on unsaturated soils. In this study, a new triaxial test was developed to investigate unsaturated soil behaviors through constant water content triaxial tests. To measure soil suction variation during triaxial testing, a new type of high suction tensiometer was developed based on a commercial miniature pressure transducer. A bar air-entry tensiometer was used to measure suction on unsaturated soils with a maximum measurable suction up to 1100 kPa determined with a free evaporation test. To measure the volume change of unsaturated soils during triaxial testing, a photogrammetry-based method was developed by integrating photogrammetry, optical-ray tracing, and least-square estimation techniques. Through two validation tests on an stainless steel cylinder and a saturated sand specimen, the average point and total volume change measurement accuracy were determined to be approximately 0.065 mm and 0.05%, respectively. With this method, the conventional triaxial test apparatus for saturated soils can be used for triaxial testing on unsaturated soils without any modification. In addition to total volume change measurement, the newly developed photogrammetry-based method can be used to investigate the deformation characteristics of soils during triaxial testing such as full-field deformation, volumetric strain non-uniformity, full-field strain distribution, and shear band evolution process. To evaluate the performance of the new triaxial testing system, a series of constant water content triaxial tests were ...
carried out on unsaturated soils. New methods were proposed to characterize shear strength of the tested unsaturated soils. A lso, an example was given to calibrate the constitutive behavior of an unsaturated soil based on results from the constant water content triaxial tests. A nalysis results indicated that the proposed triaxial testing system is a cost effective and time efficient alternative to the suction-controlled triaxial testing system. In geotechnical and highway engineering, many projects involve unsaturated soils at shallow depths with low confining stresses (less than 100 kPa). T o investigate the behavior of unsaturated soils at low confining stresses, the new triaxial testing system was simplified to a modified unconfined compression testing system. In this simplified system, negative air pressure (i.e., vacuum pressure) was used to provide the low confining stress for the triaxial tests. The high-suction tensiometers were used to monitor soil matrix suction variation during testing. A photogrammetric method was utilized for deformation measurements of unsaturated soils during triaxial testing. A series of undrained triaxial tests was also carried out to demonstrate the use of the modified unconfined compression testing system for unsaturated soil behavior evaluation under different confining stresses. Copyright code: 6e21d:60661a415781:9d30c02a0edc
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